Introduction
============

Presynaptic terminals are highly specialized neuronal compartments enclosing neurotransmitter-filled synaptic vesicles and the machinery necessary for vesicle exocytosis. When a depolarizing stimulus arrives at the presynaptic terminal, Ca^2+^ influx causes vesicle fusion at a region of the presynaptic membrane directly facing the postsynaptic side, the so-called active zone (AZ), thereby releasing neurotransmitter into the synaptic cleft. Neurotransmitter diffuses across the cleft to reach the postsynaptic receptors of the partner cell, thus establishing synaptic communication.

The organization of synaptic vesicles is usually described in terms of functional pools ([@bib42]). The readily releasable pool (RRP) consists of vesicles that can be immediately exocytosed upon Ca^2+^ influx; they are primed for release and thought to be docked to the AZ. However, not all docked vesicles belong to the RRP. The recycling pool is formed by vesicles released to sustain synaptic transmission under mild stimulation and includes the RRP. Vesicles mobilized only under strong stimulation constitute the reserve pool.

Filamentous structures are abundant in the presynaptic terminal. However, the composition of this presynaptic cytomatrix and its role in the synaptic vesicle cycle are not well understood. Previous studies have reported the existence of filaments connecting synaptic vesicles to the AZ and short strands linking vesicles to each other or to longer filaments ([@bib28]; [@bib19]; [@bib15]). Although these strands were hypothesized to consist of synapsin, recent electron tomographic work showed that some persisted in synapsin knockout mice, suggesting that other molecules are also involved ([@bib48]).

To investigate the precise organization of the presynaptic cytomatrix, we have performed cryoelectron tomography on vitrified frozen-hydrated, unstained synapses from the mammalian central nervous system. Electron tomography allows 3D imaging of cellular landscapes ([@bib26]; [@bib30]), whereas sample vitrification ensures optimal preservation ([@bib8]). Because heavy metal stain is not applied, the contrast is directly related to the intrinsic density of the biological material. All previous EM studies on presynaptic architecture were performed on dehydrated samples, which are known to suffer from the aggregation of cytoplasmic components and other artifacts that may affect data interpretation ([@bib7]; [@bib1]).

We studied two complementary synaptic preparations: cryosections from rat hippocampal organotypic slices and rat cerebrocortical synaptosomes. Organotypic slices provide a close approximation to nervous tissue, but their cryopreparation yields sections that suffer from cryosectioning-induced compression and whose thickness limits the volume that can be studied ([@bib16]). Synaptosomes are a well-established model for neurotransmitter release and are susceptible to pharmacological manipulations ([@bib38]; [@bib18]).

Synaptosomes were subjected to pharmacological treatments aimed at either causing synaptic vesicle release or modulating it. Exocytosis was induced by (a) the application of hypertonic sucrose (HTS) leading to the release of the RRP ([@bib43]) and (b) high concentrations of KCl, mobilizing both the RRP and the reserve pool ([@bib3]; [@bib42]). Neurotransmitter release was modulated by (a) incubation with tetanus toxin (TeTx), a clostridial neurotoxin that prevents SNARE complex formation and synaptic vesicle fusion by cleaving the vesicular SNARE protein synaptobrevin/vesicle-associated membrane protein ([@bib45]), and (b) the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid (OA), which alters the phosphorylation state of synapsin ([@bib22]) and increases vesicle mobility ([@bib4]) and neurotransmitter release ([@bib51]).

The tomographic datasets were analyzed by means of a novel segmentation algorithm that incorporated previous work ([@bib31]) into the framework of the watershed segmentation. Using a segmentation mask in which the AZ and the synaptic vesicles were manually traced, this procedure allowed the automated detection and analysis of the filamentous structures linked to the AZ or vesicles (see Materials and methods). The combination of pharmacological manipulations, cryoelectron tomography, and automated data analysis allowed us to study the presynaptic cytomatrix in its native state and gain structural insights into its role in synaptic vesicle organization and release.

Results
=======

Morphology of frozen-hydrated presynaptic terminals
---------------------------------------------------

We recorded and analyzed 33 tomograms of cryopreserved presynaptic terminals from untreated rat cerebrocortical synaptosomes, synaptosomes subjected to different pharmacological treatments, and rat hippocampal organotypic slices ([Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1)).

As expected for samples preserved in vitreous ice, membranes had a smooth and continuous appearance without signs of aggregation and deposition of the cytoplasmic material ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Presynaptic terminals had diameters from 0.4 to 1 µm (enclosing volumes from 0.03 to 0.3 µm^3^), typically hosting 100--500 synaptic vesicles ([Fig. 1, A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} \[synaptosomes\] and C \[organotypic slices\]; note that in cryosections of organotypic slices, synaptic vesicles are compressed in the cutting direction). The AZ had a typical length of 200--400 nm. The terminals often contained mitochondria and occasionally cytoskeletal elements such as microtubules or actin, which are consistent in appearance with those observed in other preparations ([@bib12]; [@bib37]). Interestingly, OA treatment induced the formation of bundles of long (\>100 nm) actin filaments generally observed further than 300 nm from the AZ and oriented nearly parallel to it ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Actin filaments were often seen in postsynaptic terminals ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Presynaptic morphology visualized in tomograms of frozen-hydrated synapses.** (A) Untreated synaptosome. (A, I) Connector linking two vesicles (black arrowhead). (A, II) Tether linking a vesicle to the AZ (white arrowhead; same vesicles as in A \[I\] at another z slice). (B) OA-treated synaptosome showing presynaptic actin bundles (black arrows). (C) Organotypic slice. Synaptic vesicles are compressed along the cutting direction (white arrows in C and D). (C, I) Connector linking two vesicles (black arrowhead). (C, II) Tethers linking a vesicle to the AZ (white arrowheads). (D) Postsynaptic terminal showing actin filaments (black arrows). Tomographic slices are 2.7-nm thick. Insets show magnified views of boxed areas. SV, synaptic vesicle; mit, mitochondrion; MT, microtubule; SC, synaptic cleft; PSD, postsynaptic density. Bars: (main panels) 100 nm; (insets) 50 nm.](JCB_200908082_GS_Fig1){#fig1}

The vitrification of organotypic slices required the use of cryoprotective agents, resulting in increased osmolarity (additional ∼300 mOsm) and reversible effects on the physiological properties of the slice ([@bib64]). Synaptic morphology in slices was compared with synaptosomes under different hypertonic solutions (100 mM and 300 mM HTS) to account for the higher resistance of nervous tissue to hypertonicity compared with synaptosomes ([@bib3]). In agreement with that study, all synaptosomes treated with 300 mM HTS showed major morphological perturbations with many endosomal or vacuolar compartments, elongated synaptic vesicles, and lacking vesicles close to the AZ (unpublished data). Synaptosomes treated with 100 mM HTS were visually indistinguishable from untreated synaptosomes and organotypic slices (apart from the cryosectioning-induced compression). Given that the preparation procedure of synaptosomes and organotypic slices are entirely different (unlike slices, synaptosomes are detached from cells and may lose some cytosolic components but are kept under isotonic conditions), it is unlikely that they introduce similar artifacts. Therefore, when compared with 100 mM HTS-treated synaptosomes, slices can serve at least as a partial control for alterations induced by synaptosomal preparation. In addition, the hypertonic treatment used for the subsequent analysis (100 mM HTS for 60 s) was previously shown to cause an exclusive and complete release of the RRP in synaptosomes ([@bib3]).

The viability of synaptosomes was confirmed by glutamate release assay ([Fig. S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1); [@bib38]; [@bib14]). None of the treatments resulted in morphological changes indicative of damage, confirming synaptosome integrity. In fact, all of these treatments have been extensively characterized in synaptosomes by previous studies. Specifically, the incubation of synaptosomes with 30 mM KCl was shown to induce massive neurotransmitter release over several minutes ([@bib38]), whereas higher KCl concentrations did not cause additional release ([@bib32]). Also, the treatment of synaptosomes with 200 nM TeTx for 2 h is consistent with the conditions shown to induce cleavage of synaptobrevin ([@bib36]; [@bib2]). Synaptosomes have been incubated over several minutes with micromolar concentrations of OA to alter the phosphorylation state of several synaptic proteins in a variety of studies ([@bib51]; [@bib57]; [@bib29]). At the concentration used in this study (1 µM for 15 min), OA completely inhibits the activity of both protein phosphatases 1 and 2A ([@bib6]).

In both synaptosomes and organotypic slices, numerous filamentous structures were present on the membrane of the synaptic vesicles, which is in agreement with the reported high density of membrane proteins ([@bib54]). Most vesicles were linked to at least one neighbor by short filaments up to 40-nm long (termed connectors; [Fig. 1, A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} \[I\] and C \[I\]). Many vesicles were linked to the AZ by short filaments (tethers; [Fig. 1, A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} \[II\] and C \[II\]). Direct contact between cellular and vesicular membranes was observed only in a few cases (see Direct membrane contact between....). For the subsequent analysis, connectors and tethers were automatically segmented ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Segmentation procedure.** (A) 2.7-nm-thick tomographic slice of a 100-mM HTS-treated synaptosome. The dashed line indicates the analyzed area (first 250 nm from the AZ). (B) 3D segmentation of synaptic vesicles (yellow), AZ (gray), synaptic vesicle connectors (red), and synaptic vesicle tethers (blue). Boxed regions are magnified in C and D. (C and D, top) Tomographic slices showing a synaptic vesicle connector (C) and a tether (D) and their 3D visualization as detected by the automated segmentation procedure (bottom). Bars: (A) 200 nm; (C and D) 50 nm.](JCB_200908082_RGB_Fig2){#fig2}

Inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of synaptic vesicles
--------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed presynaptic vesicle distribution by measuring the fraction of cytoplasmic volume occupied by vesicles for the first 250 nm from the AZ ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In every untreated synaptosome, synaptic vesicle concentration had a maximum close to the AZ and a minimum at a distance of 50--70 nm to it (P \< 0.05 between minima and maxima by paired *t* test; [Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The mean ratio between minima and maxima was 0.38 ± 0.18. Further away from the AZ, vesicle concentration increased again. Similar results were obtained for individual synapses in organotypic slices and HTS-treated synaptosomes, whereas vesicle distribution was clearly altered for KCl- and OA-treated synaptosomes. In these cases, vesicle concentration was lowest near the AZ and increased with distance.

![**Synaptic vesicle distribution within presynaptic terminals depicted as the fraction of cytoplasmic volume occupied by vesicles.** (A) Representative traces of individual synapses. (B) Vesicle concentration for the first 250 nm from the AZ. (C) Vesicle concentration versus distance to the AZ. Plots show mean values and SEM (error bars). The confidence values are indicated by \* and \*\* for P \< 0.05 and P \< 0.01, respectively. The number of presynaptic terminals analyzed for each treatment is shown in [Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1).](JCB_200908082_RGB_Fig3){#fig3}

To facilitate quantitative data analysis, we divided the presynaptic terminal into four zones, according to the distribution of vesicles in untreated synaptosomes: proximal (0--45 nm from the AZ, where the maximum of vesicle density was located), intermediate (45--75 nm, containing the density minimum), and two distal zones of similar thickness further away from the AZ (first, 75--150 nm; second, 150--250 nm). Taking all untreated synaptosomes together, synaptic vesicle concentration in the intermediate zone was significantly lower than in the proximal and distal zones (P \< 0.05 and P \< 0.01, respectively, by*t* test; [Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In organotypic slices, each individual synapse showed an intermediate region of reduced vesicle concentration ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the location of this region was different in every synapse because not all sections were perpendicular to the cleft and because of the sectioning-induced compression. Thus, the region of reduced vesicle concentration was not evident upon averaging ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

In KCl-treated synaptosomes, the overall vesicle concentration and the concentration in the proximal and second distal zones were significantly reduced compared with untreated synaptosomes (P \< 0.05 and P \< 0.01 and P \< 0.05 by*t* test; [Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). The concentration profile of OA-treated synaptosomes ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) was similar to that of the KCl-stimulated case. Thus, our data provides detailed structural evidence for the stimulating effect of OA, which was previously detected using biochemical methods ([@bib51]).

Extensive interconnectivity of synaptic vesicles
------------------------------------------------

The analysis of the interaction between synaptic vesicles and connectors gave very similar results for untreated, HTS-treated synaptosomes, and organotypic slices. More than 80% of the vesicles were linked to one or more of their neighbors via synaptic vesicle connectors ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For untreated synaptosomes, this fraction did not change significantly with increasing distance from the AZ ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), despite the significant variation of vesicle concentration ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The number of connectors per vesicle was slightly higher in the distal zones of untreated synaptosomes (P \< 0.05 in both cases by Kruskal-Wallis test \[K-W test\]; [Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and did not differ significantly from HTS-treated synaptosomes and organotypic slices. About half of the connected vesicles had more than two connectors ([Fig. S2 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1)).

![**Synaptic vesicle connectors.** (A) Fraction of connected vesicles for the first 250 nm from the AZ. (B) Fraction of connected vesicles versus distance to the AZ. (C) Number of connectors per connected vesicle versus distance to the AZ. (D) Connector length for the first 250 nm from the AZ. (E) Connector length versus distance to the AZ. Plots show mean values and SEM (error bars). The confidence values are indicated by \*, \*\*, and \*\*\* for P \< 0.05, P \< 0.01, and P \< 0.001, respectively. The numbers of vesicles (A and B) and connectors (C--E) analyzed for each treatment are shown in [Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1).](JCB_200908082_RGB_Fig4){#fig4}

The fraction of connected vesicles ([Fig. 4, A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} \[whole terminal\] and B \[proximal zone\]) and the number of connectors per connected vesicle in the distal zones ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) were significantly reduced in KCl-stimulated synaptosomes compared with untreated ones (P \< 0.001 by χ^2^ and K-W tests, respectively). OA-treated synaptosomes gave very similar results, except that in the proximal zone, the fraction of connected vesicles did not differ significantly from untreated synaptosomes ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In TeTx-treated synaptosomes, connectivity was reduced only in the proximal zone (P \< 0.001 by χ^2^ test; [Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

We estimated the length of the connectors by measuring the distance between their contact points with vesicles (see Materials and methods; [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Connector length was only slightly higher than the (minimal) distance between connected vesicles, indicating that the connectors were very close to spanning the shortest path between vesicles. Almost all connectors were shorter than 40 nm, and in untreated synaptosomes, 87% were shorter than 20 nm (Fig. S2 B). Nevertheless, some of the longer connectors might have been missed because of noise. We did not analyze connector length for organotypic slices because it might have been affected by cryosectioning-induced compression.

The mean connector length in untreated synaptosomes was significantly reduced in the proximal zone (P \< 0.01 by K-W test; [Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). OA treatment reduced connector length in the proximal and intermediate zones (P \< 0.01 and P \< 0.05, respectively, by K-W test) but increased the length in both distal zones (P \< 0.001 by K-W test). Taken together with the nonnormal distribution of connector lengths (Fig. S2 B), these results suggest that more than one type of connectors is present and that OA has a differential effect on them.

Clusters of interconnected synaptic vesicles
--------------------------------------------

We defined a cluster of interconnected vesicles as a group of vesicles all linked to each other via connectors. These clusters can be defined precisely and may underlie the closely packed groups of vesicles traditionally observed in EM. Thus, the study of such clusters reveals the influence of connectivity in vesicle distribution.

Typically, a presynaptic terminal contained \>20 clusters of interconnected vesicles. Cluster size varied considerably, ranging from two vesicle clusters to large clusters of \>50 vesicles. These large clusters dominated in untreated synaptosomes, comprising 61% of the connected vesicles (51% of all vesicles; [Fig. S3 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1)). Fig. S3 D shows a visualization of the clusters of interconnected vesicles in an untreated synaptosome.

Under KCl stimulation, large clusters were absent (Fig. S3 A), and the size of the largest cluster relative to the total number of vesicles in each terminal was reduced (P \< 0.01 by K-W test; Fig. S3 B). OA-treated synaptosomes showed an intermediate situation (Fig. S3 A), with the size of the largest cluster reduced compared with untreated ones (P \< 0.01 by K-W test; Fig. S3 B).

Clusters of interconnected vesicles extended considerably in the direction perpendicular to the AZ. In five out of seven untreated synapses, at least one cluster spanned from the proximal to the distal zone. In contrast, this was observed only in one out of six synapses treated with KCl. Vesicles in distal zones belonged to larger clusters than those in the proximal and intermediate zones (P \< 0.001 by K-W test; untreated synaptosomes; Fig. S3 C). Compared with untreated synaptosomes, cluster size was reduced for KCl- and OA-stimulated synapses both in the proximal (P \< 0.01 by K-W test) and distal zones (P \< 0.001), but clusters in OA-treated synaptosomes were still significantly larger than under KCl in the distal zones (P \< 0.001). Note that spatial distribution of cluster sizes (Fig. S3 C) differed from that of vesicles ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and vesicle connectivity ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All in all, synaptic vesicle clusters were significantly disrupted by KCl and to a lower extent by OA, even though both treatments caused a similar vesicle mobilization ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Tethering of proximal synaptic vesicles to the AZ
-------------------------------------------------

Filaments of variable length ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) tethered the majority of the synaptic vesicles in the proximal zone to the AZ in untreated, HTS, TeTx-treated synaptosomes, and organotypic slices, whereas tethering was significantly reduced for KCl and OA treatments (P \< 0.001 by χ^2^ test; [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). All tethered vesicles were located in the proximal zone, and only rarely was there a direct contact between vesicle and cell membranes. Compared with untreated synapses, there was a significantly lower number of tethers per vesicle in the HTS-treated case (P \< 0.001 by K-W test; [Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which is largely the result of the low number of vesicles having more than two tethers (P \< 0.01 by χ^2^ test; Fig. S2 C).

![**Images of synaptic vesicle tethers.** (A--D) Short (A and B; \<5 nm) and long (C and D; \>5 nm) synaptic vesicle tethers (white arrowheads) are shown. SC, synaptic cleft. Two consecutive 2.7-nm-thick tomographic slices are shown for each case. Bar, 50 nm.](JCB_200908082_GS_Fig5){#fig5}

![**Synaptic vesicle tethers.** (A) Fraction of proximal synaptic vesicles tethered to the AZ. (B) Mean number of tethers per tethered synaptic vesicle. Untreated RRP and untreated non-RRP: tethered vesicles with more than two and up to two tethers in untreated synaptosomes, respectively. (C) Tether length for all tethered vesicles. (D) Fraction of proximal synaptic vesicles as a function of tethering and connectivity. Plots show mean values and SEM (error bars). The confidence values are indicated by \*\*\* for P \< 0.001. The numbers of vesicles (A, B, and D) and tethers (C) analyzed for each treatment are shown in [Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1).](JCB_200908082_RGB_Fig6){#fig6}

HTS, TeTx, and OA-treated synapses had a reduced number of short tethers (\<5 nm; Fig. S2 D) that resulted in an increase of the mean tether length (P \< 0.001 by K-W test; [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, under hypertonic conditions and TeTx treatment, tethered vesicles were held to the membrane by fewer tethers, and this reduction was mainly caused by the loss of the short tethers. Images of short ([Fig. 5, A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and long ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) tethers are presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

Conversely, when vesicles with more than two tethers were excluded from untreated synapses, the number of tethers per vesicle and the mean tether length were indistinguishable from HTS- or TeTx-treated synaptosomes ([Fig. 6, B and C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, our results showed that (a) vesicles released by HTS, i.e., those that form the RRP ([@bib3]), had a larger number of short tethers (more than two per vesicle under our experimental conditions), and (b) TeTx prevented the formation of short tethers.

We also investigated the relationship between tethering to the AZ and vesicle connectivity. When vesicles were separated in categories according to their tethering and connectivity states, untreated and HTS-treated synaptosomes and organotypic slices showed a similar pattern ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, tethers were significantly shorter for connected vesicles in untreated synaptosomes (P \< 0.001 by K-W test; Fig. S2 E), whereas tethering had no effect on connector length. Also, many tethered vesicles belonged to clusters of interconnected vesicles that reached the distal zones (21 of 60 tethered vesicles in four out of seven untreated synapses), indicating a potential cross talk between tethered and distal vesicles.

Tethers and other electron-dense structures emanating from the AZ that did not contact vesicles did not form regular patterns. Also, the positions of proximal vesicles and both types of densities were not correlated (Fig. S2 F).

Synaptic vesicle size
---------------------

Synaptic vesicle diameter in untreated synaptosomes was 41.6 ± 5.6 nm (mean ± SD), and the distribution of diameters could be fitted by a Gaussian curve ([Fig. S4 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1)). In untreated synaptosomes, vesicle diameter was slightly larger in the proximal zone than in all others (P \< 0.05 by *t* test; Fig. S4 B).

Synaptic vesicle diameter was significantly reduced for OA- and TeTx-treated synaptosomes (P \< 0.001 by *t* test; ΔV = −20% and ΔV = −17%, respectively). This was not caused by a difference in synapse type because most of the analyzed synapses were excitatory (five out of six OA-treated, all TeTx-treated, and six out of seven untreated synapses presented a strong postsynaptic density).

In the proximal zone, the tethering and connectivity states of synaptic vesicles influenced vesicle diameter in untreated, HTS-, and KCl-treated synaptosomes (Fig. S4 C). In untreated synaptosomes, tethered (connected) vesicles were larger than nontethered (nonconnected) ones. In particular, tethered and connected vesicles were much larger those nontethered and nonconnected (P \< 0.01 by *t* test; ΔV = +100%; Fig. S4 C). Considering the first 250 nm from the AZ, connected vesicles were only larger in OA-treated synapses (P \< 0.01 by *t* test; ΔV = +11%; unpublished data). As vesicles were significantly compressed in slices, their diameter was not measured. A semiquantitative representation summarizing the values for vesicle size, connectivity, and tethering for the different groups of samples is shown in Fig. S4 D. We did not observe any correlation between tethering or connectivity and the electron density of the vesicle lumen.

Direct membrane contact between synaptic vesicles and the AZ
------------------------------------------------------------

In our synaptic preparations, direct membrane to membrane contact between synaptic vesicles and the AZ was rarely observed and only found in tomograms of untreated synaptosomes. However, these contacts appeared to be more common in tomograms of synaptosomes inoculated with Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1; [@bib35]), which were included in this analysis. Vesicles associated with the AZ were captured either with an open pore (*n* = 2; [Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) or making contact with an invagination of the AZ (*n* = 4; [Fig. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed patches of AZ of unusually high, concave curvature (*n* = 2; [Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), likely signatures of full-collapse fusion events. These snapshots ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) correspond well to the recently proposed steps of synaptic vesicle fusion (Fig. 2 in [@bib33]).

![**Direct membrane contact between synaptic vesicles and the AZ.** (A--C, left) 2.7-nm-thick tomographic slices and the corresponding direct 3D rendering of the EM densities (right) are shown. (A) Synaptic vesicle with an open neck, which establishes continuity between the vesicular lumen and the extracellular space. An L-shaped density is visible close to the neck (blue arrowhead). (B) Synaptic vesicle making membrane contact with an invagination of the AZ. An L-shaped density is present close to the AZ invagination (blue arrowhead). (C) Regions of the AZ with high concave curvature (white arrowheads), which are likely signatures of full-collapse fusion events. Yellow, synaptic vesicles; red, synaptic vesicle connectors; gray, AZ; blue, synaptic vesicle--associated densities; green, other AZ densities. SC, synaptic cleft. Bars, 50 nm.](JCB_200908082_RGB_Fig7){#fig7}

Each of the two vesicles observed with an open pore at the AZ retained an almost spherical shape, forming a cylindrical neck of ∼19 nm in length and 14 nm outer diameter that contained an aqueous channel with a diameter of ∼3 nm. Interestingly, both vesicles were connected to their neighbors and showed no signs of clathrin coating.

A prominent L-shaped density was detected close to the AZ invagination for three out of four vesicles making membrane contact with the AZ ([Fig. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead). The density consisted of two arms, one shorter (∼14 nm), contacting the vesicle, and one longer (∼17 nm), contacting the AZ. The arms formed angles between 100 and 140°, showing higher density at their junction. Remarkably, a similar L-shaped density was observed on the side of the necks for vesicles with an open pore ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but in this case, the arm contacting the AZ was considerably fainter than the vesicular arm. Thus, such density was detected in five out of six examples of vesicles directly associated with the cell membrane. In contrast, it was not observed in any of 15 randomly chosen tethered vesicles, indicating that the formation of the L-shaped density was preferentially correlated with the direct membrane contact between vesicles and the AZ (P \< 0.001 by K-W test).

Discussion
==========

Combining cryoelectron tomography with pharmacological manipulations, we provided a quantitative assessment of the structural elements mediating synaptic vesicle organization and release in mammalian central nervous system synapses. The rearrangement of the short connectors interlinking synaptic vesicles upon synaptic stimulation and inhibition of phosphatases suggests that these connectors play an important role in vesicle mobilization. Furthermore, the comparison between synapses at rest and those stimulated by KCl or HTS points to a link between the configuration of the tethering assembly and vesicle availability for release. Connectors and tethers were the most prominent components of the presynaptic cytomatrix, and longer filaments were rarely observed.

3D analysis of vitrified presynaptic terminals
----------------------------------------------

By means of sample vitrification, artifacts arising from chemical fixation, dehydration, and staining were avoided. Furthermore, the use of an automated procedure for segmentation of connectors and tethers and for data analysis allowed a comprehensive and quantitative description of the most prominent presynaptic features. The validity of the segmentation procedure was confirmed by (a) the good correspondence between the structures observed in tomograms by visual inspection with those segmented automatically ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and (b) the fact that the distance between vesicles (in the case of connectors) or vesicles and AZ (tethers) was not determinant for the detection of either kind of filaments, as shown by the pharmacological effects on the abundance, distribution, and morphology of connectors ([Fig. 4, B and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and tethers ([Fig. 6, A and C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) that cannot be explained simply by changes in vesicle distribution ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, because of the limited tilt range and high level of noise inherent to cryoelectron tomograms ([@bib30]), it is possible that the numbers of connectors and tethers may have been underestimated by the segmentation procedure.

The analysis of vesicle distribution and connectivity for untreated synaptosomes, HTS-treated synaptosomes (under conditions corresponding to the increased osmolarity necessary for slice vitrification), and organotypic slices gave very similar results ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. 4, A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). When an effect of hypertonicity was detected, such as a reduced number of tethers, it was comparable in HTS-treated synaptosomes and organotypic slices ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, synaptosomes showed functional neurotransmitter release in glutamate release assays (Fig. S1). Thus, our data strongly suggest that cryopreserved synaptosomes complemented by cryosections of organotypic brain slices form a suitable experimental system for investigating both presynaptic architecture and vesicle release.

The role of synaptic vesicle connectors in vesicle mobilization
---------------------------------------------------------------

Previous EM studies observed abundant filaments of different lengths in presynaptic terminals at rest, suggesting an important role of these structures in synaptic function. It was proposed that in resting synapses, vesicles were linked to each other and/or to the cytoskeleton via short strands, which would be released upon synaptic activity to allow vesicle mobilization ([@bib42]). However, no experimental evidence for such proposal was presented so far, and the molecular identity of such strands remains uncertain. Although an early study identified these short filaments with synapsin ([@bib19]), recent work showed that some of them persisted in synapsin triple knockout mice, indicating that other molecules must also be implicated in their formation ([@bib48]).

Our analysis showed that in resting synapses, short connectors (\<40 nm) linked \>80% of vesicles to their neighbors, forming interconnected vesicle clusters of various size, ranging from few to \>50 vesicles ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S3 A). Synaptic stimulation with KCl resulted in an overall reduction in synaptic vesicle concentration and connectivity and a major disruption of vesicle clusters. A similar effect was observed under OA treatment, arguing that the removal of connectors is a morphological correlate of the OA-induced dispersion of vesicles ([@bib4]) and increase in vesicle mobility ([@bib27]). Considering the absence of any other major structural elements in vitrified frozen-hydrated presynaptic terminals, we conclude that (a) synaptic vesicle clustering is mainly mediated by short connectors that link vesicles to each other rather than to a cytoskeletal matrix and that (b) the connectors are dynamic structures, and treatments known to increase vesicle mobility, such as KCl stimulation or OA-mediated elevation in phosphorylation levels, cause the removal of the connectors. In fact, the dynamic binding and unbinding of vesicles to each other via connectors may provide a mechanistic basis for the stick and diffuse model ([@bib47]). Therefore, our data suggest that the connectors play a dual role, limiting vesicle dispersion in resting synapses and regulating vesicle mobilization for neurotransmitter release during synaptic activity.

Our results ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S2 B) suggest that there is more than one molecular species of connectors and indicate that OA has a differential effect on them. Alternatively, our data could be explained by multiple OA-dependent conformational states of one connector type, regulated by differentially localized factors. In any case, the decrease in the connectivity of proximal (but not distal) vesicles under TeTx ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) implicates synaptobrevin in the formation of connectors in the proximal zone.

Our data also provide an explanation for the observed transition of the OA effect on neurotransmitter release from facilitatory to inhibitory as a function of incubation time ([@bib25]). After a 15-min incubation with 1 µM OA, bundles of long filaments, likely to consist on actin, were visually identified growing parallel to the AZ ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although OA might initially facilitate neurotransmitter release by partial removal of vesicle connectors, after longer incubation, filamentous bundles growing parallel to the AZ would hinder mobilization of distant vesicles toward the AZ, resulting in net inhibition of release.

Differences in diameter between connected and nonconnected vesicles were only minor for all treatments except OA, in which connected vesicles were larger, suggesting that a target of OA is involved in the regulation of vesicle size.

AZ organization, tethering, and synaptic vesicle progression toward fusion
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the ultrastructural level, the exact organization of the AZ remains controversial because of the disparity of results obtained using different EM sample preparation procedures. Thus, in chemically fixed, heavy metal--stained samples, docked vesicles were reported to accumulate around regularly arranged pyramidal densities ([@bib41]). In studies using high pressure freezing followed by freeze substitution and staining, docked vesicles also clustered around electron-dense material on the AZ, but such structures did not form any regular pattern ([@bib48]). Numerous filaments but not focal densities were observed at the AZ in cryofixed, unstained, freeze-fractured samples ([@bib28]). More recently, AZ filaments were also observed using freeze substitution ([@bib50]). Our tomograms of vitrified, frozen-hydrated synapses revealed that even though the AZ was rich in small densities, these densities were not arranged regularly, and they did not cluster vesicles in their proximities (Fig. S2 F).

Different studies also present conflicting views on the way that vesicles proximal to the AZ associate or dock to it. When chemical fixation and staining were used, docked vesicles were often reported to make direct membrane contact with the AZ or to even be hemifused with it ([@bib61]). However, these results need to be interpreted carefully. First, fixatives introduce cross-linking artifacts and may alter the distribution of vesicles within the presynaptic terminal ([@bib49]). Second, the biological structures are not observed directly but are surrounded by a layer of stain of a certain thickness.

Thus, even though synaptic vesicle tethering to the AZ has been postulated to be a necessary step before docking, priming, and fusion ([@bib13]; [@bib58]), the tethering and docking machinery have been elusive to EM methods based on chemical fixation ([@bib46]; [@bib58]). In cryofixed, dehydrated samples, direct membrane contact between vesicles and AZ (but not hemifusion) was reported, as well as tethering filaments of variable length ([@bib48], [@bib50]). In our tomograms of unstained, fully hydrated specimens, membrane contact occurred only during vesicle fusion or fission. Most of the proximal vesicles of untreated synapses were tethered to the AZ by filaments shorter than 40 nm. Therefore, our results strongly suggest that the tethers are the main mechanism of synaptic vesicle association to the AZ and argue against hemifusion as a stable intermediate.

The RRP is functionally well characterized, but its morphological definition is still debated ([@bib43]; [@bib46]; [@bib58]). In synaptosomes, incubation with 100 mM HTS for 60 s is known to cause the complete and exclusive release of the RRP ([@bib3]). Our data showed that synaptosomes under this hypertonic solution were distinguished from untreated ones by a reduced number of vesicles with more than two short tethers (\<5 nm). This indicates that vesicles with more than two short tethers constitute the RRP ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S2 C). Therefore, our results suggest that both the number and nature of the tethers are indicative of synaptic vesicle progression toward fusion.

Different types of tethers were present as indicated by their wide range of lengths (Fig. S2 D). Furthermore, the quantitative analysis of mean number of tethers per vesicle and mean tether length ([Fig. 6, B and C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) yielded remarkably similar values for TeTx- and HTS-treated synaptosomes. Although longer tethers (\>5 nm) remained unaffected, short tethers were significantly reduced by TeTx action compared with the untreated case. This strongly suggests that TeTx prevents formation of the short tethers, most probably by synaptobrevin cleavage and subsequent abolishment of SNARE complex assembly. Our results cannot clarify whether the fully assembled SNARE complex constitutes the short tethers, but this hypothesis would be consistent with the notion that (primed) synaptic vesicles are located within 3--4 nm from the AZ upon SNARE complex formation ([@bib33]).

These results also support the lack of SNARE complex involvement in the formation of the longer tethers, as reported for other tethering systems ([@bib55]). In fact, SNARE-independent tethers of similar shape bind cargo vesicles to the endoplasmic reticulum ([@bib56]), whereas tethering in mammalian synapses has been proposed to be mediated by the tripartite complex formed by Munc13, RIM, and Rab3 ([@bib9]). Nevertheless, the dimensions of the longer tethers suggest that they could mediate the stabilization of vesicles ∼20 nm away from the cell membrane described in total internal reflection fluorescence studies ([@bib62]; [@bib23]), necessary for SNARE complex assembly ([@bib40]). Finally, the drastic reduction of tethering observed during prolonged KCl stimulation could be a consequence of the recently proposed AZ disruption after exocytosis ([@bib20]; [@bib60]).

Our observations suggest the following structural model of synaptic vesicle exocytosis: (a) initially, long, SNARE-independent filaments tether the vesicles to the AZ, (b) long tethers give way to multiple shorter ones in a SNARE-dependent transition that makes the vesicle available for immediate release, and (c) upon establishment of membrane to membrane contact, exocytosis takes place. A similar model was recently proposed for the ER to Golgi vesicle traffic in which transport vesicles are first tethered to the Golgi membrane by long, SNARE-independent factors and are then brought into an ∼50-Å distance from the membrane to allow SNARE assembly and subsequent fusion ([@bib24]).

In untreated synapses, proximal synaptic vesicles were larger than distal ones (Fig. S4 B). Furthermore, in the proximal zone, tethered and/or connected vesicles were larger than nontethered, nonconnected vesicles (Fig. S4 C). Considering the involvement of tethering in vesicle release, one may speculate that the increase in size is correlated with vesicle progression toward exocytosis. Alternatively, different molecular compositions may determine vesicle size ([@bib59]) and the exact sequence of steps leading to release ([@bib58]).

Six cases of direct membrane contact between a vesicle and the AZ were imaged ([Fig. 7, A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The increased frequency of these events in synaptosomes incubated with HSV-1 could be caused by an elevation of cytoplasmic Ca^2+^ concentration upon interaction of the virus with the cellular membrane ([@bib63]). Because the association of the virus with the presynaptic membrane can take place at any point over an extended incubation period, it may be easier to detect exo/endocytic events upon freezing than 1 min after KCl stimulation. In two cases, a well-defined, cylindrical neck was observed establishing continuity between the vesicular lumen and the extracellular space. These vesicles were located at the AZ and not coated, making it unlikely that they represent clathrin-mediated endocytosis. They may instead correspond to fusion events or, alternatively, to clathrin-independent endocytosis (such as in kiss and run mechanism), as suggested by their elongated necks. The direct membrane contact between vesicles and AZ was strongly correlated with the appearance of L-shaped densities consisting of two arms, one contacting the vesicle and the other one the cell membrane, reminiscent to those observed by [@bib61]. Because of their large size, it is unlikely that they correspond to assembled SNARE complexes. Additionally, each of the vesicles observed with an open pore was connected to a neighbor, indicating that the connectors may play an active role during exo/endocytosis.

Synaptic vesicle distribution in resting synapses is not homogenous
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Synaptic vesicle distribution in untreated terminals was characterized by similar vesicle concentrations in the proximal and distal zones with a reduction in the intermediate region (45--75 nm away from the AZ; [Fig. 3, A and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A comparable distribution was observed in HTS-treated synaptosomes and individual synapses in organotypic slices. Nevertheless, this effect was averaged out in organotypic slices by sectioning artifacts. KCl application resulted in a significant loss of vesicles in the whole terminal, more pronounced close to the AZ, as observed in other synaptic preparations ([@bib21]).

The very low abundance of presynaptic cytoskeletal elements may seem hard to reconcile with current views on the role of actin in presynaptic terminals, as well as with the nonuniform vesicle distribution reported in this study. However, because monomeric actin, transient, or very short actin filaments that do not interlink vesicles could not be detected by our segmentation procedure, our results do not preclude the involvement of actin in processes such as scaffolding of regulatory molecules ([@bib44]) or vesicle endocytosis ([@bib5]). However, we showed that a great majority of vesicles in the whole terminal are connected to each other, whereas in the proximal zone, they are both interconnected and tethered to the AZ. Thus, the lower vesicle concentration in the intermediate zone could be generated by the opposing dynamics of the AZ, attracting vesicles to the proximal zone via the tethering mechanism and the large clusters of interconnected vesicles dominating the distal zones. Furthermore, the mobilization of distal vesicles toward the AZ could be mediated by the interplay between tethering and connectivity, as indicated by clusters that reached from tethered vesicles to the distal zones, complemented with the free diffusion of nonconnected vesicles (or those forming smaller clusters) through the intermediate zone.

Materials and methods
=====================

Synaptosomal preparation
------------------------

Cerebrocortical synaptosomes were extracted from 6--8-wk-old male Wistar rats as described previously ([@bib10]; [@bib14]) in accordance with the procedures accepted by the Max Planck Institute for Biochemistry. In brief, anesthetized animals were decapitated, and the cortex was extracted and homogenized in homogenization buffer (HB; 0.32 M sucrose, 50 mM EDTA, 20 mM DTT, and one tablet of Complete mini EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail \[Roche\]/10 ml, pH 7.4) with up to seven strokes at 700 rpm in a Teflon glass homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged for 2 min at 2,000 *g*, and the pellet was resuspended in HB and centrifuged for another 2 min at 2,000 *g*. Supernatants from both centrifugations were combined and centrifuged for 12 min at 9,500 *g*. The pellet was resuspended in HB and loaded onto a three-step Percoll gradient (3%, 10%, and 23%; Sigma-Aldrich) in HB without protease inhibitor cocktail. The gradients were spun for 6 min at 25,000 *g*, and the material accumulated at the 10/23% interface was recovered and diluted to a final volume of 100 ml in Hepes-buffered medium (HBM; 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 5 mM NaHCO~3~, 1.2 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 10 mM glucose, and 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4). Percoll was removed by an additional washing step with HBM by centrifugation for 10 min at 22,000 *g*, and the pellet was resuspended in HBM and immediately used in the experiments. All steps were performed at 4°C.

Glutamate release assay
-----------------------

This assay measures the ability of synaptosomes to release glutamate by synaptic vesicle exocytosis as a response to an external depolarization of the membrane ([@bib38]; [@bib14]). A synaptosomal solution of 1 mg/ml in HBM was supplemented with 1 mg/ml BSA and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. 1.33 mM CaCl~2~, 1 mM NADP^+^, and 50 U/ml of glutamate dehydrogenase were added, and the increase in fluorescence as a result of the reduction of NADP^+^ upon addition of 30 mM KCl was measured at excitation and emission wavelengths of 340 nm and 460 nm, respectively (LS50 spectrometer; PerkinElmer). The curves were calibrated by the addition of 4 nmol glutamate. Control experiments to determine the nonexocytic component of glutamate release were performed in the absence of Ca^2+^.

Pharmacological treatments and vitrification of synaptosomes
------------------------------------------------------------

Synaptosomes were diluted to ∼1 mg/ml protein concentration determined by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories), preincubated for 1 h at 37°C, and vitrified. Pharmacological treatments were applied before vitrification by incubating synaptosomes for (a) 1 min with 30 mM KCl, (b) 1 min with 100 or 300 mM HTS (synaptosomes in 300 mM HTS were not analyzed), (c) 2 h with 200 nM TeTx (Merck), omitting the 1-h preincubation, or (d) 15 min with 1 µM OA (Merck). Additionally, synaptosomes inoculated with HSV-1 strain wild-type 17 ([@bib35]) for 60 min on ice and for 2, 30, or 60 min at room temperature were included in the synaptic vesicle fusion experiment.

For vitrification, a 3-µl drop of 10-nm colloidal gold (Sigma-Aldrich) was deposited on plasma-cleaned, holey carbon copper EM grids (Quantifoil) and allowed to dry. A 3-µl drop of synaptosomal suspension was placed onto the grid, blotted with filter paper (GE Healthcare), and plunged into liquid ethane. Vitrified grids were either transferred directly to the microscope cryoholder or stored in liquid nitrogen.

Hippocampal slice cultures, high pressure freezing, and cryosectioning
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Transverse 400-µm-thick hippocampal slices were prepared from 6--7-d-old Wistar rats and maintained for 10--15 d in culture as described previously ([@bib53]). They were high pressure frozen after a 5-min immersion in medium supplemented with 20% dextran (40 kD) and 5% sucrose as described previously ([@bib64]).

Thin sections (50--80-nm feed) were obtained as described previously ([@bib64]) with a cryo-ultramicrotome (UC6/FC6; Leica) and a 35° cryoimmuno--diamond knife (Diatome). Sections were transferred onto 400 × 100 mesh grids (Agar Scientific) coated with a thin layer of carbon. Subsequently, fiducial markers (PbSe Core EviDots; Evident Technologies) were applied on the sections as described previously ([@bib34]).

Cryoelectron tomography
-----------------------

Tilt series were collected under a low dose acquisition scheme ([@bib26]) using microscopes (CM300 \[Philips\] and T30 Polara \[FEI\]) operated at 300 kV. Both microscopes were equipped with a field emission gun, a 2k × 2k charge-coupled device camera (Gatan), a post-GIF energy filter (Gatan) operated in the zero-loss mode, and a computerized cryostage designed to maintain the specimen temperature \<−150°C. Tilt series were typically recorded from −60° to 60° with a 2° angular increment. Pixel sizes were 0.68 (CM300) and 0.66 nm (Polara) at the specimen level, and the defocus was set to −9 µm. The total dose was kept \<80 e^−^/Å^2^.

Tilt series were aligned using gold beads as fiducial markers, and 3D reconstructions were obtained by weighted back projection (WBP) using the TOM toolbox ([@bib39]). During reconstruction, the projections were binned twice (final voxel size of 2.72 and 2.64 nm) and low pass filtered at the post-binning Nyquist frequency. The resolution of the tomograms was limited by the voxel size. The tomograms were subsequently denoised by anisotropic nonlinear diffusion ([@bib11]). The simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique was used in some cases (see Data analysis).

Image segmentation
------------------

The AZ was manually segmented in Amira (TGS). In synaptosomes, a maximum-diameter profile (along z axis) was manually traced for each vesicle, which was then segmented by substituting it with a sphere of the same diameter and center using a custom-made routine. The comparison with vesicles segmented by manual tracing of all profiles confirmed that spheres provided a good approximation for vesicles as described previously ([@bib17]). Vesicles in cryosections were segmented by tracing all profiles because they were elongated as a result of cutting-induced deformations. The outer membrane diameter of vesicles was measured, and only those with a diameter of 20--60 nm were considered as synaptic vesicles and included in the analysis.

A comprehensive and objective segmentation and analysis of molecular complexes that connect membranes at the presynaptic terminal were implemented as a combination of watershed transformation ([@bib52]) and thresholding and connectivity segmentation ([@bib31]). In short, the presynaptic cytoplasm of each tomogram was segmented using the watershed segmentation, which included a wide range of thresholds. Only those segments that contacted exactly two vesicles (connectors) or one vesicle and the AZ (tethers) were retained ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) because other segment types were not found by visual inspection. The thresholds used for the segmentation ranged from the lowest grayscale values of a tomogram to the mean grayscale value. The exact threshold values had negligible influence on the segmentation, as most of the segments were detected at intermediate thresholds. Thus, difficulties associated with uneven background levels as well as the choice of a particular threshold were avoided.

To minimize the influence of the missing wedge, tomograms of synapses with different orientations of their AZs in respect to the tilt axis were recorded. The number of detected tethers showed only a weak and statistically insignificant dependence on the AZ orientation.

Data analysis
-------------

The morphological properties, location parameters, and grayscale values were determined for all synaptic vesicles, tethers, and connectors of each synapse separately. For the analysis of vesicle distribution ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the part of the interior of the presynaptic terminal occupied by synaptic vesicles was divided into 1-pixel-thick layers according to the distance to the AZ, and the fraction of layer volume occupied by vesicles was measured. Possible bias as a result of differences in size among individual synapses was thereby avoided. In all other cases involving vesicle distance to the AZ ([Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, S3 and S4), the distance of the vesicle center to the AZ was used. All parameters, except those related to vesicle clusters, were analyzed only in the first 250 nm from the AZ, as vesicles in this region are the main candidates to participate in exocytosis during relatively short stimulations. For cluster analysis, the whole presynaptic terminals were considered. The numbers of analyzed tomograms, synaptic vesicles, connectors, and tethers are summarized in Table S1.

Connector and tether lengths were estimated based on the positions of contact voxels in which the contact voxels of a connector are those that contact the vesicle membranes (those that contact the vesicle membrane and the AZ in the case of tethers). To take curvature into account, the length was calculated as the sum of straight-line distances between (centers of) contact voxels and a middle voxel (a voxel belonging to the connector/tether that is equidistant from the two membranes). A more intuitive estimate of connector/tether lengths would be to measure the lengths from edge to edge. However, this is well defined only for straight connectors/tethers, in which case edge to edge lengths are one voxel size (∼2.7 nm) longer than estimates presented in this study. For example, a straight linear connector reported to have length of 5.4 nm is composed of three voxels (because distance between centers of the first and the third voxel is two voxel sizes) and would have an edge to edge length of 8.1 nm.

Filaments from the AZ that did not contact vesicles were segmented in the same way as the tethers, but they were only required to contact the AZ. The colocalization of proximal synaptic vesicles and densities on the AZ was assessed by the correlation between vesicle locations and electron density of the cytoplasm in the first 8 nm from the AZ.

For the analysis of connectivity, clustering, tethering, and vesicle size and distribution, values calculated for each treatment were combined and statistically analyzed to generate the results shown in [Figs. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, S2 (A--E), S3, and S4. Means were calculated over all measurements of a specific property. For example, the fraction of volume occupied by vesicles was averaged over synapses and connector length over connectors. We used a Student's *t* test for statistical analysis of values that appeared to be normally distributed (e.g., vesicle diameter) and the K-W test (nonparametric) for values deviating from the normal distribution (e.g., number of tethers/connectors per vesicle). When values fell into discrete bins (e.g., fraction of connected and nonconnected vesicles), the χ^2^ test was used. In all cases, confidence levels were calculated using two-tailed tests. The confidence values were indicated in the graphs by \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; and \*\*\*, P \< 0.001.

Electron density of vesicle lumen was calculated in tomograms reconstructed by WBP as well as by simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique, an algorithm that represents low spatial frequencies with higher fidelity than WBP. In both cases, the lumenal density was normalized in respect to the vesicle membrane density.

The segmentation and analysis software was written in Python programming language using the numerical and scientific packages NumPy and SciPy (<http://www.scipy.org>). It was executed under Linux on Opteron-based architecture, with a typical single processor run time for one synapse of several hours.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows the results of the glutamate release assay, demonstrating functional neurotransmitter release in synaptosomes. Fig. S2 shows the analysis of the number of connectors and tethers per synaptic vesicle, analysis of connector and tether length, and a stereo view of the AZ from the cytoplasmic side. Fig. S3 shows the analysis and visualization of synaptic vesicle clusters. Fig. S4 shows the analysis of synaptic vesicle size. Table S1 provides the number of experiments, tomograms, synaptic vesicles, connectors, and tethers analyzed for each group of samples. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200908082/DC1>.
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